
The major-winning high contrast alignment, the shapes, 
counterbalance and components in Odyssey Works 
technology show our relentless dedication to create  
the highest performance putters in the world. And here’s 
the big news, our new Fusion RX insert takes the best 
selling, best feeling, most trusted insert that’s won more 
majors than any insert ever, and adds extreme roll.  
Does that sound good to you? Yeah, we thought so.  

Here’s the long story short: we’ve taken our most 
legendary insert of all-time – the most Tour wins,  
best feeling, best selling, all that good stuff – and 
combined it with an unbelievable new roll technology.  

Roll meets feel when we couple the White Hot backer  
with an ultra thin stainless steel mesh with our patented  
Metal-X roll pattern. Extreme Roll and Extreme Feel  
from an insert with no compromises.

.406 mm thick  
Stainless Steel Mesh

White Hot Insert



FUSION RX INSERT 
• Here’s the long story short: we’ve taken our most legendary  

insert of all-time – the most Tour wins, best feeling, best selling,  

all that good stuff – and combined it with an unbelievable new  

roll technology.  

• Roll meets feel when we couple the White Hot backer with  

an ultra thin stainless steel mesh with our patented Metal-X  

roll pattern. Extreme Roll and Extreme Feel from an insert  

with no compromises.

HIGH CONTRAST ALIGNMENT     
• Tour proven high contrast alignment highlights the proper face 

angle from address to impact for alignment throughout your 

putting stroke.

• Silver and black contrast allows your eyes to key in on linear 

designs on the putter to accentuate the face angle and  

improve concentration.

ODYSSEY 
WORKS #1 #1 WIDE #7 #7H #9 V-LINE SABERTOOTH

Loft 3° 3° 3° 3° 3° 3° 3°

Lie Angle 70° 70° 70° 70° 70° 70° 70°

Lengths 33", 34", 35" 33", 34", 35" 33", 34", 35" 33", 34", 35" 33", 34", 35" 33", 34", 35" 33", 34", 35"

Offset Full Shaft Full Shaft Full Shaft Full Shaft Half Shaft Full Shaft Full Shaft

Head Weight 350g 350g 350g 350g 350g 350g 350g

Left Hand Yes No Yes No Yes Yes No

EyeFit System 2-dashes 2-dashes 1-dash 1-dash 4-dashes 1-dash 1-dash

*#1 Insert On Tour claim based on cumulative usage of a White 
Hot Insert on the six major professional tours since 2001.

#7 #7H#1 WIDE#1

V-LINE SABERTOOTH#9

SUPERSTROKE 3.0 GRIP
(Available for #1, #1W, #7, #7H,  

#9, V-Line, Sabertooth)

#7H



FUSION RX INSERT 
Roll meets feel when we couple the White Hot backer with  
an ultra thin stainless steel mesh with our patented Metal-X  
roll pattern. Extreme Roll and Extreme Feel from an insert  
with no compromises.

FANGED STABILITY DESIGN 
The Dual Fangs position the clubhead’s weight to the 
perimeter to increase MOI, so center hits are on point  
and off-centers are really accurate too.

2-BALL/HIGH CONTRAST ALIGNMENT    
Here’s where it gets really good. We’ve taken two  
of our best alignment technologies we’ve ever created 
and brought them together. The 2-Ball alignment system 
revolutionized the modern putter. Versa alignment  
highlights it and makes it better.

TANK COUNTERBALANCE (OPTION AVAILABLE)
Added weight raises MOI to give more stability  
through impact, and engages the big muscles  
to promote a more pendulum stroke that helps  
keep the wrists from breaking down.

most accurate 
2-ball ever



*#1 Insert On Tour claim based on cumulative usage of a White Hot Insert on the six major professional tours since 2001.

2-BALL FANG 2-BALL FANG LINED MARXMAN FANG

MARXMAN FANG

SUPERSTROKE 3.0 GRIP
(Available for  2-Ball Fang,  

Marxman Fang)

ODYSSEY WORKS 2-BALL FANG 2-BALL FANG LINED MARXMAN FANG

Loft 3° 3° 3°

Lie Angle 70° 70° 70°

Lengths 33", 34", 35" 33", 34", 35" 33", 34", 35"

Offset Full Shaft Full Shaft Full Shaft

Head Weight 360g 360g 360g

Left Hand Yes Yes Yes

EyeFit System 1-dash 1-dash 1-dash

The Odyssey Works Versa Marxman Fang Putter is designed to give you all the 
alignment you need, because the most important part of putting is starting the ball 
on your intended line. You know that. This putter takes the 2-Ball Fang chassis that’s 
one of the best selling models in the world and adds Hi-Def linear alignment from 
our proven Marxman technology.

This model has our best feeling, most trusted insert ever and quicker roll that gets the 
ball into a pure roll faster. And we combine that insert with major-winning alignment, 
the stability that makes it an accuracy machine from the perimeter-weighted fangs, 
and the Marxman high-definition alignment strip. Yes, you really get all that proven 
technology in one putter. We hope you’re ready for it.        

QUICKER ROLL WITH FUSION RX
We’ve taken our most legendary insert of all-time that’s our best feeling, best selling, 
with the most Tour wins and combined it with unbelievable new roll technology for 
the Fusion RX Insert. 

It’s where feel meets roll as we couple the White Hot insert with ultra thin stainless 
steel mesh and our patented Metal-X roll pattern. There are no compromises, and it 
has faster roll than the White Hot insert, so it reduces skidding and gets the ball into 
a pure roll faster.

STABILITY AND FORGIVENESS FROM OUR DUAL FANG CHASSIS   
We’ve taken the dual fang chassis from our 2-Ball Fang (the most accurate 2-Ball of 
all time) and used the chassis to position the clubhead’s weight to the perimeter. 
This increases MOI, resulting in more stability, more accuracy and better control.

HIGH-DEFINITION MARXMAN ALIGNMENT  
The two alignment stripes run the entire length of the putterhead to help you frame 
the ball and find your target line.   

MAJOR-WINNING VERSA ALIGNMENT  
You’ve seen how the world’s best players trust this visionary alignment. The silver 
and black contrast lets your eyes key in on the linear designs to highlight the proper 
face angle from address to impact for alignment throughout your putting stroke.

Feel Meets Roll,  
Dual Fang Stability  
and Marxman Alignment



ODYSSEY 
WORKS #1 WIDE TANK #7 TANK ROSSIE 1 TANK SABERTHOOTH 

TANK
2-BALL  

FANG TANK
2-BALL FANG  
LINED TANK

MARXMAN FANG 
TANK

#1 WIDE ARM 
LOCK

Loft 3° 3° 3° 3° 3° 3° 3° 7°

Lie Angle 70° 70° 70° 70° 70° 70° 70° 72°

Lengths 35", 38" 35", 38" 35", 38" 35", 38" 35", 38" 35", 38" 35", 38" 43"

Offset Full Shaft Full Shaft Full Shaft Full Shaft Full Shaft Full Shaft Full Shaft 1.5 Shaft

Head Weight 380g 380g 380g 380g 380g 380g 385g 400g

Left Hand Yes Yes No No Yes Yes Yes No

EyeFit System 2-dashes 1-dash 1-dash 1-dash 1-dash 1-dash 1-dash N/A

FUSION RX INSERT 
• Here’s the long story short: we’ve taken the most legendary insert of all-time –  

the most Tour wins, best feeling, best selling, all that good stuff – and combined  

it with an unbelievable new roll technology.  

• Roll meets feel when we couple the White Hot backer with an ultra thin stainless 

steel mesh with our patented Metal-X roll pattern. Extreme Roll and Extreme Feel 

from an insert with no compromises.

ALTERNATIVE PUTTER DESIGNS TO FIND YOUR BALANCE 
• Whether its stability through Tank counterbalance designs or an alternative  

to anchoring (Arm Lock), this lineup of putters are all about implementing  

the non-traditional methods that will give you the confidence to roll in putts.

• Tank counterbalance increases weight to help create stability for your most 

smooth and consistent stroke. The counterbalance weighting brings more  

weight above the hands to quiet them down and ensure a smoother stroke.

• Arm Lock uses the putter as an extension of your arm to promote a smooth, 

reliable stroke.   

HIGH CONTRAST ALIGNMENT     
• Tour proven high contrast alignment highlights the proper face angle  

from address to impact for alignment throughout your putting stroke.

• Silver and black contrast allows your eyes to key in on linear designs  

on the putter to accentuate the face angle and improve concentration.

All Tank putters come with a 15" SuperStroke grip.

& ARM LOCK

*#1 Insert On Tour claim based on cumulative usage of a White 
Hot Insert on the six major professional tours since 2001.

SABERTOOTH#1 WIDE

#1 WIDE ARM LOCK

#7

2-BALL FANG & 
2-BALL FANG LINED

ARM LOCK

HEAVY 
COUNTERBALANCE  

GRIP

HEAVY SHAFT

380 GRAM HEAD

TOUR PREFERRED 
BALANCE POINT

MARXMAN FANG

SUPERSTROKE 15" GRIP ROSSIE 1



ODYSSEY 
WORKS #1 #7 2-BALL FANG V-LINE

Loft 3° 3° 3° 3°

Lie Angle 70° 70° 70° 70°

Lengths 35", 38" 35", 38" 35", 38" 35", 38"

Offset Full Shaft Full Shaft Full Shaft Full Shaft

Head Weight 375g 375g 385g 375g

Left Hand Yes Yes Yes Yes

EyeFit System No No N/A No *#1 Insert On Tour claim based on cumulative usage of a White 
Hot Insert on the six major professional tours since 2001.

#7 2-BALL FANG#1

#1

V-LINE

Odyssey Works Tank Cruiser Putters take our revolutionary Versa alignment and 
adjustable counterbalance and put them together in Tour proven head shape 
models. They’re part of Odyssey Works, a high performance technology platform 
that takes everything we know about putting and puts it to work. 

These new putters have combined our best selling, best feeling, most trusted insert 
ever with quicker roll that gets the ball into a pure roll faster. And we’ve added the 
adjustable Tank counterbalance head weighting and grip weighting to find the putter 
balance you want for your most consistent stroke. Yes, you really get all that proven 
technology in one putter. We hope you’re ready for it.      

QUICKER ROLL WITH FUSION RX
We’ve taken our most legendary insert of all-time that’s our best feeling, best selling, 
with the most Tour wins and combined it with unbelievable new roll technology for 
the Fusion RX Insert. 

It’s where feel meets roll as we couple the White Hot insert with ultra thin stainless 
steel mesh and our patented Metal-X roll pattern. There are no compromises, and it 
has faster roll than the White Hot insert, so it reduces skidding and gets the ball into 
a pure roll faster.

MAJOR-WINNING VERSA ALIGNMENT    
You’ve seen how the world’s best players trust this visionary alignment. The silver 
and black contrast lets your eyes key in on the linear designs to highlight the proper 
face angle from address to impact for alignment throughout your putting stroke.

ADJUSTABLE COUNTERBALANCE WEIGHTING  
Adjust your head weight and grip weight to dial in your putter balance. This is how 
you get the feel and stability you want for your most consistent stroke.

Counterweighting: 5g, 15g and 30g options
  
TOUR PROVEN HEAD SHAPES   
These are some of our most prolific models, and they continue to dominate on Tour. 
All of these putters have been validated over and over by the world’s best players.  

Feel Meets Roll 
and Adjustable 
Counterbalance

SUPERSTROKE 15" GRIP


